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About This Game

Panco's Journey is a 2D Platformer puzzle game where you incarnate Panco, a white little cat, on his journey in Elemalia.

Panco has the ability to shapeshift with the help of Elemalia's residents. You can transform up to 3 different elements, each
accompanied by their unique movements and interactions.

Water form: Where you can swim in water and climb waterfalls!
Fire form: Where you float, can get carried by wind and burn wood!

Electric form: Where you can travel in iron wires and dash on a short distance!

You can interact with many objects of the world to draw yourself a way through the level!

Grab coins on the level to unlock new zones and continue your journey!
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Don't let the funny looking graphics fool you. This is a great game. Very balanced gameplay. Everything is randomly generated
so it has almost unlimited replayability.
Use the Steam forums to help you learn how to play to get over the learning curve. Once you get the hang of it, the game is
really fun.
This game is basically D&D tycoon. You start off with one town and a party of adventurers. By looting and pillaging the
dundeons in the area you build up the funds to grow your army by recruiting new parties. The characters have randomly
generated stats and I like how you decide what class they will be. They are not born into a mold of a generic class. You have to
judge which they will be be suited for and choose their class for them(on the level 1 characters anyway, there are also higher
level recruits that have already settled into their role).
I like the speed of the gameplay. The interface lends for fast battles and dungeon exploring, so it does not feel tedious or grindy.
Overall, this is a RPG player's dream and I look forward to what they put out in the future.. unplayable because of bugs and
freezes.. I love theese characters, makes me feel like i don't need to look liek a bush. This game is always fun to play with
people!. Excellent top view RTS game with lots of action, and gore 10/10. What started as a little time-waster quickly turned
into enjoyable and varied rogue-like RPG. With simple graphics that don't distract from the gameplay and unforgiving
environments and enemies that will make you lose and lose and lose again for a while before you reach the end for the first
time, I can only recommend this game if you're looking for a fun & quick roguelike experience.. Funny game but they have
some stuff to work on. Gamepad didn't work at first but it's fixed.

So for the game itself : It's bland and slow. Too much controls for unnecessary things when we can just press A and roll over the
monsters. If you want to do some scoring you must be prepared to ride back and forth all along the differents levels.. This route
comes with so many trains! Great for starters to train simulator.

(Feel free to add me as a friend)
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The English needs improvement, but the game as a walking simulator is a good view of people who are actually going through
these feelings. The story is nice. This game is comforting in a somber way.

7\/10. I just randomly had this in my library and decided "oh let me check this out!". Oh my lord this is such a hidden gem.. It
would be a nice game if free, and if it was multiplayer..... There is a simple reason why I don't like this game..... Pratically it is
the same thing as Scania Truck Driving Simulator; just with different levels. And it is not quite even close to Euro Truck
Simulator, nor Euro Truck Simulator 2!!!! So, I really don't see a point in why SCS Software made this game, unless it was just
for the $$$$. I dunno.. All you had to do was follow the damn dot Selma. Devs abandoned the game, there's probably 30
minutes of finished content.. Excellent open world Quake 2 engine shooter with lots of blood, gore and violence. It has a great
gun selection, lengthy campaign, entertaining enemy and NPC dialogue and even multiple multiplayer modes. A true throwback
to the FPSs of the late 90s and one of the better crime games to come out before Grand Theft Auto III moved the genre to the
forefront.. Way worse than any other Farm Frenzy game. I don't really understand the regress of the series. If u want to play
Farm Frenzy, get one of the 3's (Like Ice Age or American Pie) but don't buy this, even on biggest sales.
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